
¡Bienvenidos a la clase de Español 2!
Welcome to Spanish 2!

**Please use CTRL + CLICK to access the hyperlinks!**

During the summer, it is important to continue your exposure to Spanish so that
your brain doesn’t lose all of the progress you’ve made in Spanish 1!

This summer, I’m asking you to create two e-postcards and one short video of
yourself.  The purpose of your e-postcards will be to let me know what you’re
doing to continue exposing yourself to Spanish language and culture and the
short video will serve as an introduction before we begin the school year.

The following dates are not “hard” due dates, but approximate.  I would like you
to try to have one e-post card completed around the end of June/beginning of
July; one at the end of July/beginning of August, and create your video using
whatever technology you have available (a simple smartphone video is fine!)
All of this will be submitted when we return from summer break.

Here is a list of options for you to continue to engage with Spanish over the
summer (note: you are welcome to share with me something else that you’re
doing that’s not on this list, but this list will probably be a helpful resource for most
of you!)

Opción 1: Twitter
Follow “My Daily Spanish”

Opción 2: Instagram
Follow any of these:

@daily.spanish.word
Daily @daily.spanish.verb
practice @learn.spanish.daily

@tareando @stay.homas @natgeowild.la
Lifestyle @tiktok_espanol      @natgeoespana



Opción 3: Spotify
Make a playlist of Spanish songs or listen to a Spanish channel.

Opcion 4: Práctica(for the especially motivated!)
Yabla.com
EdPuzzle
spanishpod101.com
YouTube:

Why Not Spanish
Spanish with Lourdes
NachoTime Spanish

Assignments:

Sometime around June 30th…
Create an e-postcard letting me know what you’ve been

doing to keep yourself exposed to Spanish. This must be written in
Spanish! It doesn’t have to be long, but should be specific.

Sometime around July 31st…
Create another e-postcard letting me know something else

that you’ve been doing to stay connected to Spanish (yes, it should
be something different than the first postcard!) Yes, it should also be
in Spanish!

Sometime in August (before school starts)…
Record a video introduction of yourself to submit to me by

email in the first week of school.

¡Que te diviertas este verano!
(Have a great time this summer!)

https://www.ojolie.com/cards/category/free_ecards
https://www.ojolie.com/cards/category/free_ecards

